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for those that are using the focalpro engine, the new registration system is based on a new database that stores
your license information. your focal pro license will need to be registered to this new database, which can be done

online here. if you are using the focalpro engine, the new registration system is based on a new database that stores
your license information. your focal pro license will need to be registered to this new database, which can be done
online here. the online help system is continuously evolving if you find it helpful or can think of improvements to an
area let us know. we want the documentation to be driven by users, providing the clearest and best information to
help get the very best from focal. if you want to take a look now, the index page is here. focal 2.9 will go live on our
site tomorrow but because we have to wait for the.exe to be re-released by the developer we will not have the full
functionality until next week (23rd december 2018). if you purchase a license before the end of next week you will

be upgraded to focal 2.9 and if you purchase a license after that date and before 1st january 2019 you will get
access to the full functionality of focal 2.9! so in the meantime, if you need to get a focal pro license now and dont

want to wait for focal 2.9, you can always purchase a license for focal 2.9 right now for $40 and get the full
functionality including the new tests and functionalities. if you already have an inclued updates period extension

then get focal 2.9 on our site with the following code: focal pro
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Installing FoCAL takes just a few minutes (with your camera plugged in) and leaves no files on the hard drive. For
those new to FoCAL, almost all testing is done using the on-screen controls. New features can be installed by simply

clicking on the app and choosing to install from an external storage folder. Hello, I upgraded to the latest version
(1.6.1) and now I get a problem. In Focal I can move the focus in my camera to autofocus, but in Focal Pro I can not.

It says: Real Focus does not work. The cursor moves but when I try to move it the focus change. I can not do
anything with the focus. I tried the new software version (1.7) but I get the same problem. I have both installed. How

can I solve the problem? I'm using a 40D camera and a 24-70 f4 Nikon lens. I downloaded and installed the latest
firmware from FoCal Pro's website. I set my lens to 24mm and took pictures. Then I changed the lens to 70mm and
took the same pictures. FoCal recognized the 24-70 lens (i.e. set the lens to 24mm on the fisheye setting, and to

70mm on the 40D). Just take a look at the pictures below: FoCal Professional Plus and FoCal Plus run on Linux, Mac
OS X and Windows. Almost all computers that run Windows 10 are supported. Before FoCal 2.6 the old Windows

version of FoCal is not supported. Thank you for the thorough support questions you send. There is a whole page for
answers on the Web here. If you want to get in touch with other users of FoCal, the Forum is a great place to do it. It

seems FoCal now also works with Nikon lenses. The online help is a little sparse but there are some videos on the
FoCal YouTube channel and a number of tutorials to aid you if you need some help. 5ec8ef588b
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